Helping accelerate time to insight while increasing performance at scale.

Optiv visioning sessions help our clients build consensus and surface opportunities for enhancing their cyber builds. We can support your journey to enhance visibility. **We help clients cut through noise of vendor and data options to align the approach(es) worthy of your data and analytics capabilities - for security and business use cases.**

Optiv organizes the visioning session around our three-step approach for helping our clients achieve secure data transformation. First: understand as much as possible at a high level about current state architecture, people, processes and constraints. Next: share industry best practices and vendor landscape (Optiv partners with 2500+ security and data vendors). Finally: we share considerations, benefits and risks for potential approaches. The visioning session concludes with a focus on consensus for the target pathways to pursue while planning data transformations.

**Optiv Data Fabric for Security and Business**

Optiv uses a framework-based approach to solve data management problems. We adhere to the following design principles:

- **Modularity** – Building with loosely-coupled components that can be easily snapped in and out.
- **Openness** – Organizations should retain their data and not be locked into proprietary formats and/or systems.
- **Scalability** – Ability to scale at each level/tier of the framework, so no single cog can limit the overall machine.
- **Leveraging Existing Investments** – Deploy existing data management components where valuable.
- **Adaptability** – Ability to solve many problems and use cases. No singular use solutions.
### Optiv Data Visioning Kit

Visioning sessions are limited engagements where our subject matter experts guide your team in the following topics:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vision</th>
<th>&gt;</th>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>&gt;</th>
<th>Roadmap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Topic One - Vision and Scope** | • Discovery workshop to understand roadblocks and opportunities  
• Share “art of the possible”  
• Collaboratively set the focus for the organization’s security and business objectives | **Topic Two - Conceptualizing** | • Review current technology stack  
• Discuss framework and high-level decision points for keeping, enhancing or replacing technology  
• Identify top priority solution focuses | **Topic Three - Tactical Kit** | • Develop the outline of a blueprint and strategy to achieve focus outcomes  
• Define success measures for prototype/pilot activities  
• Finalize workshop findings and recap discoveries against next steps roadmap |

#### How We Do It Better

- Augment your team with data science, data engineering and cybersecurity knowledge by **working alongside our team of experts**
- Accelerate time to **insight for reliable and current data** by unifying batch and streaming pipelines at massive scale
- Build **outcomes specific to your business’s problem domain**
- Access all your data in one place and **automate the most complex data pipelines**
- Create a **seamless workflow from data ingest to deployment** of models into production
- **Comprehensive security model** featuring fine-grained controls, data encryption, identity management, rigorous auditing and support for compliance standards
- Reduce operational complexity while **increasing performance and ensuring reliability** and cost efficiency at scale

---

**Secure greatness™**

Optiv Security is the cyber advisory and solutions leader, delivering strategic and technical expertise to more than 7,000 companies across every major industry. We partner with organizations to advise, deploy and operate complete cybersecurity programs from strategy and managed security services to risk, integration and technology solutions. With clients at the center of our unmatched ecosystem of people, products, partners and programs, we accelerate business progress like no other company can. At Optiv, we manage cyber risk so you can secure your full potential.
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